The jews have a statement in Deuteronomy that they are to wage 'war' against their enemies by causing them insanity, "The Things You Will See Will Drive You Insane".

If one pays very close attention to this world, this very thing is what is being practiced on those who are planned to be destroyed by the jews, are always constantly pre-occupied with anything, absolutely anything else, but what is really causing this. For example, every politician in Europe who opened the gates to invasion is either a Jew, or belongs to a Jewish institution or think tank. But let's skip that goy irrelevant information.

The jew on the back works the biggest and most obnoxious and violent plans, but on the surface, he puts his victims to care about the most irrelevant things known to man.

For example, Whites will be a demographic minority in 20 years in their own nations. [Edit - 30 or 40 in other country cases, just so there is accuracy to this cursed thing. Sometimes down to 15 years in cases like Sweden*]

But hold up goy, ((("I")) decide what the problems really are, not reality. A Tsunami is coming, but don't evacuate the space you're sitting now, that would be unchristian of you to do. Do not warn others either. If you see anyone warning about the Tsunami, make sure to try to agitate them based on our directive, ok Goy? Be a good goy now. Remember: "for example, if they are not Vegan, tell this to the Vegans, and they will kill the schmuck. Tell them he is being disrespectful and uncompassionate of the Vegans. They'll deal with the goy."

Ignore the coming Tsunami. Be compliant goyim do not believe in the statistics that leak out such as the SPLC taking notes on when you're all going to be dead. After all you're obsessing over video games, right? It's now time of all other times to reach the highest level of skill in League of Legends, let that be your purpose. Don't be a hero and educated and shit like that, I beg of you, goyim.

"Fellow Goyim, let's put the debating and problem solving power where it's needed most: "What do you think about gender bi-queer 52, heterosexuals from 10 to 12, then gay from 12 to 16, then celibate from 16 to 25, and broccoli eaters
only from 25 to 30, that have three livers (one of which under conditions will be
given to donations), dmt users, non-alex-jones fans, leprotic individuals down in
Northern Tanzania, who have half a brain lobe and therefore 70 IQ, and who
specifically belong to the ingroup of burger eaters? Do you believe they are to
have rights to eat broccoli or not Goy? That's a really pressing matter right here.
You have to answer this goyim.

"But Dr. Shekelstein, In all respect of your gender studies PhD, that's not the
pressing matter, a Tsunami is coming and we're going to die!"

"SHUT UP GOYIM! YOU'RE INTOLERANT! YOU JUST ADMITTED YOU DO
NOT CARE ABOUT THE BI-QUEER 52, MENTALLY DISABLED, RETARDS
WITH THREE LIVERS IN NORTHERN PANAMA! THIS IS HOW SHITTY AND
HEARTLESS YOU ARE GOYIM! I WILL CALL THESE RETARDS ON THE
PHONE NOW TO CONSPIRE TO KILL YOU GOYIM. PLUS, MY PRESS WILL
MAKE A BIG DEAL ABOUT THE OPPRESSION AND THE INVENTED CHILD
MOLESTATION YOU HAVE DONE TO THESE INNOCENT DISABLED
CHILDREN. ("Because of course I'm like their savior and I don't say these things
just to uhm, confuse the fucking goyim once again"). SHAME ON YOU,
REMEMBER THE 6 GORILLION.

These were the last words before Dr Shekelstein went into his private airplane to
just disappear off of the place that would be hit by the Tsunami.

The same virtue of mentally destroying and disabling opponents and turning
them into everything anti-life, worthless time consuming, and literal filth, is
practiced by the jews for centuries, but has lately climaxed on the grounds the
jews controlled until recently all of the media. Just look at all the irrelevant topics
people are literally enforced into every day.

One opens the New York times, they will cover 10 people who are holding some
flags somewhere in Jew York, that protested what is in alignment with the jewish
agenda. On the other hand, 320,000,000 endangered people or things like a race
disappearing such as Palestine, constitute asinine problems that deserve no
attention by the so called 'society'.

Crimes and virtually insane things happen every day, but what are we constantly
told? The holocaust, the Nazis, and all sorts of imaginary phantoms the enemy
sees in their jewish dreams and wakes up. A vegan slipped on a banana and
broke their wrist!

The new Book - Muh Chromosome wars: "Why Whitey need to kill other Whitey
over sexual vocations" by Dr Goldberg. "Why women are so suppressed, even if
in Goyim Lands Women were held in the highest esteem, but hehe goyim, we won't tell you this, just recent Jew Ruled History" by Diane Shekelberg.

"Why you need to run a White person on your way to work today - The End of the White Oppressor because apparently life in Northern Tanzania was Paradise before Whitey came, and why Blacks Never Even Thought Remotely To Enslave One Another Ever Before" by Rabbi Shlomo, now a New York Bestseller.

Their imaginary persecutors and imaginary problems, are everywhere. This is because even when the jew rules the world, they are so guilty, and on a permanent state of fear, because of all the things they have done and how unnatural they are.

This prompts them into a state of consistent paranoia, and creates the necessity of consistent feedback from the Goyim in that they won't go Nazi mode and just take them down. This paranoid directly exposes them for their guilt, and this guilt is discovered and later dealt with.

But the jew has no choice than to brainwash people consistently into what not to become, essentially because people are going to enter that state anyway. The jew is trying to delay this process and misdirect it on a consistent basis.

Lastly, the jew is always bolstering "Minorities" in democracy, be these Muslims, or whatever else have you, so they can be useful "Co-rulers" or at least useful minority groups agitators who keep the greater mass pre-occupied with hating THEM instead of the jews, who are the real cause of problems. In order for the jews to generate these effects, they have to REALLY teach the minorities to act specifically in the same way as the jews:

2. Pretend you're eternally persecuted, even if you are literally in a very profitable or privileged situation right now.
3. Create your own story of 6 billion even if this is a million times ago, on what they did to you, even if historically totally unverifiable.
4. Create a lie about how your own Wakanda (as in our Zion, oy vey) was stolen from you by the same group that we seek to annihilate, in this context, whitey for example.
5. Always want MORE and MORE, and rub all of the above really well into the face of others, until they either succumb to your pressure, or they just retaliate, in both which cases the jews are safe/more powerful.
6. Repeat the above with all sorts of groups who are of jewish benefit, to cover any other groups which require actual social protection, such as truly disabled
people who need compassion and replace them over with the Northern Tanzanians, so you can be "Humane enough".
7. Make sure Rabbi Genderstudovich is supervising the situation.

One just needs to open a paper and wonder is our problem really the thong of Britney Spears, or the fact that the jews plan for example to just genocide all the Middle East to instate a fake nation based on a fake book?
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